
HOUSE No. 3945
By Mr. Cohen of Andover (by request), petition of Karl Haartz

relative to upholding the Massachusetts Constitution. The Judiciary.

I
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Seven

RESOLVE UPHOLDING THE MASSACHUSETTS CONSTITUTION.

1 Resolved, That to provide more respect to John Adams as we
approach the Bicentennial of his famous civic work, the

3 Constitution of this Commonwealth, which later became the plan
4 for the Federal Constitution of the United States, that there be
5 noted again that in his work, under Article Nineteen of “Part The
6 First”, security is given to the right of the people “by way of
7 addresses, petitions or remonstances” to give instructions to their
8 representatives, hence it follows that it is improper for any
9 member of the Legislature, or for the Legislature itself to make,

10 allow or honor any rule for the conduct of business that has the
11 effect of detaining any petition placed before it so that a vote on
12 the petition is not taken by the Legislature thus effectively
13 preventing the petition from being acted upon in accord with the
14 obligation of the Legislature to so provide and the right of the
15 people to enjoy and. because such detaining of petitions has
16 occurred, it is the obligation of the Legislature as well as the right
17 of any ten citizens so aggrieved, to go before the Com-
-18 monwealth's Supreme Court and there asking it to declare as
19 follows: That under a Constitution such as that of the
’0 Commonwealth, the limitations upon the Legislature’s exercise of
ll its powers can be preserved in practice no other way “than
22 through the medium of independent courts whose duty it must be
23 to declare all acts contrary to the manifest tenor of the
24 Constitution void; for without this, all acknowledgements and
25 reservations of particular rights of the people would amount to
26 nothing”; hence the legislature, and any member of it in a
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27 position to do so. must cease and desist from preventing petitions
28 and other legislation before it from being voted upon, it being in
29 the words of John Adams a “fundamental Article (of a civil
30 society dedicated) to securing the Libery of the people at large
31 and unlimited or absolute power is the same whether in a
32 majority of a popular assembly or a single representative” but in
33 either case wholly obnoxious and intolerable in that it defeats the
34 singular and extraordinary objective of American society to
35 provide itself with a government whose ethical content is better
36 than that of the people who comprise it as well as to provide an
37 example that may be relied upon by the troubled and found to be
38 a place of security for all those seeking the dwelling place of
39 ethical integrity, and be it further
40 Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent forthwith by
41 the Clerk of the House of Representatives to the members of the
42 Supreme Judicial Court of this Commonwealth, to His
43 Excellency, The Governor of this Commonwealth, and to the
44 principal libraries of each city and town of this Commonwealth
45 and to the library of each institution of higher learning in this
46 Commonwealth, and to the newspapers published in this
47 Commonwealth.
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